
Figure 2: Simulated photogravitational of a lightsail at α Cen A [7]. The sail’s 
instantaneous orientation is shown with dashes along the trajectory. Speed 
samples are also indicated. The blue color bar illustrates the varying 
acceleration of the sail in units of the Earth’s surface gravity (g = 9.81 m s-2).

Figure 1: The position of the Sun (left) relative to the α Cen AB binary and 
relative to α Cen C (Proxima). The reference frame uses Galactic coordinates. 
The yellow line illustrates a possible trajectory of an interstellar lightsail from 
the solar system to A and on to B with a deflection to Proxima [4].
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Motivation
The possibility of interstellar travel has recently been revived due to 
developments in laser technology, material sciences, and the construction of 
high-performance nano computer chips [1,2]. A space probe with a weight of 
only a few grams (communication, navigation, propulsion, science instruments) 
attached to an ultra-light, highly refective foil could permit interstellar cruising 
speeds of several percent of the speed of light (c). The kinetic energy could be 
gained from a ground-based laser array shooting at the lightsail in a near Earth 
orbit or from the solar photon pressure [3].

The Shortest Way to Proxima 
Our computations show that the red dwarf host star of Proxima b can only absorb 
about 1,270 km/s (0.4 % c) of an incoming graphene-class sail. If the sail were faster, 
then the low stellar luminosity (0.2 % the solar luminosity) would not allow sufficient 
deceleration of the sail. The sail would fly-by or plunge into the star. An interstellar 
cruising speed of 0.4 % c entails travel times from Earth of roughly 1,000 years. The 
luminosities of α Cen A and B, however, are sun-like and allow mich higher 
injection speeds of up to 5.7 % c [4] with travel times as short as 75 years. We 
conclude that the shortest way to Proxima b is via assists at α Cen A and B.
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α Centauri A and B, and Proxima
At a distance of just over 4 lightyears and given the presence of the Earth-
sized, potentially habitable planet Proxima b [5], the α Cen triple system is the 
natural first target for an interstellar space probe. The system consists of a 
close (24 AU) binary of roughly sun-like stars (α Cen A, B) and of a red dwarf 
companion (α Cen C or Proxima) in a wide (13,000 AU) orbit (Figure 1) [6].

Deceleration of an Interstellar, Gram-Scale Lightsail
A key challenge for such a projectile traveling at a significant fraction of c is in 
the deceleration of the lightsail in the target system. If the space probe is 
supposed to explore the exoplanet Proxima b, then an undamped fly-by at 1% 
c would allow 25 seconds of close-up exploration from a distance smaller than 
the lunar orbit around the Earth. For a nominal interstellar cruising time of 20 
yr, this implies that the time for close-up exploration is 1/25,000,000 of the 
travel time. There is obviously no laser array at α Cen to decelerate the probe.  
So how could such a lightsail possibly be decelerated at Proxima?

The lightsail could use the stellar photons to slow down. We performed 
numerical trajectory simulations of fly-by maneuvers of a high-speed lightsail 
at the α Cen stars. We considered the gravitational forces between the sail 
and the star as well as the stellar photon pressure on the sail. The resulting 
maneuver is referred to as a photogravitational assist (Figure 2). We 
investigated a range of possible sail materials, the most promising of which is 
graphene with its very small mass-to-surface ratio of 7.6 × 10-4 gram/m2.

Figure 3: Stepwise speed loss of an ultra-light lightsail upon encounters with 
α Cen A (left), B (center), and C (right). After encounter with A, the sail would 
be cruising towards the nearby companion B for about 6 days. The residual 
speed (1,270 km/s) after encounter with B implies travel times to C of 46 years.

The total duration of interstellar travel would be 75 years from the solar system to α 
Cen A and B and another 46 years on to Proxima b, adding up to 121 years. 
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